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Shhh... don't mention the (war), um... word!
From the editor

Why can't this child learn?

Don't say 'dyslexia'
or even admit it exists.
GPB News (Georgia Public Broadcasting)
reported December 3 that:
'parents and teachers across the country
(USA) have raised concerns about some
schools hesitating, or completely refusing,
to say the 'word'.'

HIDDEN away in the vocabulary mist is
often an essential mismatch between the
student's learning style and the teaching
strategies employed in the classroom.
NOT ALL students learn the same way;
not all people perceive and resolve problems with the same thought processes;
not all students succeed through rote
learning, direct instruction, phonic based
reading programs, look and say words...

Pushing the square peg into a round hole

Is he lazy, not trying hard enough, spends
too much time day dreaming?
All other students can perform the tasks,
and this is the way I learnt too, I know it
works.
What is wrong with this student? He
'We're not allowed to say it because we
don't have the capabilities to support that must have a learning difficulty, let's call in
particular learning difference,' the school the specialists and see if we can give his
administrator of one school was reported problem a name, and we'll all feel better.
as saying.
You can view the rest of that article by
going to http://gpbnews.org/post/
dyslexia-learning-disability-must-not-benamed
Unfortunately, even in Australia, although
much may be spoken about dyslexia and
there are thousands of dollars spent by
families on obtaining a formal diagnosis
by medical or neurological specialists,
but... what happens next?

Auditory Discrimination Problem, Auditory
Processing Disorder, Central Auditory
Processing Disorder (CAPD), Orthographic
Deficit, Dysphonetic Deficit, Phonemic
Awareness Deficit, Short-term or Longterm Memory Deficit, Specific Language
Disability (SLD), Visual Processing Disorder, Visual Tracking Problem, Visual Convergence Problem... the list can go on,

Just as around 10% of the population is
left handed... perhaps 40 or 50 students
in a school of around 500... a similar number of pupils learn in a way quite different
to the 'normal', traditional manner.
Dyslexics (and people with other related
profiles) often see the world through a
more visual 3D process.
They are the ones who, because of their
special talents, will become the designers,
artists, engineers, actors, entrepreneurs,
sport stars, architects, sculptors,
succeeding in the more creative pursuits
of the population.

Kate is dyslexic... she is bright, intelligent and is a visual learner.
Eight year old Kate loves to add a 3D
touch to her letters and bubble words
which she outlines and then fills in.

The other kids in her class line up for her
to do some for them and now they are
copying her 3D effect which she has done
effortlessly since she first started to
write.
Kate has wonderful skills; in order to
learn she requires an approach which
uses her wonderful skills, not her weaknesses.

Ron Davis discovers...
Adapted from the Dyslexic Reader 72
article by Beth Shier.

being unable to complete the task after pages
of scribble and misshapen letters, Ron gave up
and trashed his efforts.

In 1980 Ron Davis discovered a technique which
While attending an artists’ convention some
enabled him to turn off the symptoms of his
dyslexia and ‘get into his comfort zone’ - which months later Ron was surprised by admissions
from other talented guests they had a condition
he came to call ‘being oriented’.
called dyslexia, they couldn’t read and struggled
Since then Ron has built his realisation of that
through school.
day into an internationally recognised and
We dyslexics don’t have a
highly successful procedure to enable thoucommunication problem —
sands of dyslexics to overcome their difficulties
and become proficient learners.
look at our art.

This is a higher form of
The long story which led to this moment started
in early life at school where he was made to sit
communication than little inks
in a corner facing the wall with a handkerchief
spots on paper.
over his head. His teachers told him he
wouldn’t amount to much.
In listening to their stories and relating his own
about trashing his pages of the unsent letter,
At the age of 18 Ron was
Ron began to analyse, in the manner of his skill
told by a doctor
as an engineer, thinking logically and
he would never learn
sequentially through the steps which either
lead to or away from the frustration he
to read or write
experienced.
At the age of 18 Ron was told by a doctor he
would never learn to read or write because
(probably) of birth trauma. This was denied by
Ron’s mother but by choosing to believe he had
brain damage he had a reason for his condition.

Artistry isn’t something you can put
inside you then take it out like money
in a bank —
you either have it to begin with, or you
are never going to get it.

Ron’s brother reinforced the false belief with
the taunt “You’re a mistake that God made; you
Ron realised he couldn’t be brain damaged as
were supposed to be a chimpanzee, and he
brain damage is structural and the writing
made you my brother instead.”
difficulty he faced was functional; it occurred
Ron, a talented sculptor, received a letter from only when he took certain steps; he needed to
a Massachusetts lady asking how he had
change somehow the steps he took to avoid the
learned to put the illusion of life into inanimate confusion he experienced.
objects. Ron wanted to explain to her he had
Later that same evening Ron spent hours
never studied art and that his talent started
experimenting with pages of words, the mental
from within, on his inside.
pictures he experienced and dealing with the
After trying a letter of reply, in frustration with nausea, imbalance and dizziness he felt when

The Dyslexia Association provides a very
effective program for both children and adults affected
by dyslexia, dyscalculia, ADHD and similar conditions;
the condition is resolved and clients are able to focus
upon, and successfully manage, their learning.
For more information visit... www.dyslexia.org.au

trying to focus on the words and the procedural
steps he took when looking at them.

“Before my mind’s eye had an
understanding or a name, I was
doing experiments with it.”
With the idea of manipulating what he would
later call his ’mind’s eye’, Ron hit upon a sense
of stability and comfort when he moved his
mind’s eye to a position above and behind his
head.
He was shocked to see the words were clear,
the spaces and lines all the same size, he
noticed commas for the first time.
The adrenalin rush he felt soon led to
exhaustion and after what seemed hours, he
slept.
The next day he ventured into the nearby
library to try and read from a real book.
He chose any book, it happened to be Robert
Lewis Stevenson’s Treasure Island, and in one
sitting read a book cover to cover for the first
time. He was 38.

“Standing on the top of the library
entrance, I felt ten feet tall,
and, for the first time in my life
I felt like I was a real human being
and not a mistake God had made.“
For the first time in his life, Ron could read and
enjoy a book without struggling. To his surprise
and delight, he soon learned that the simple
mental exercise he had discovered for himself
seemed to work just as well for other dyslexic
adults who tried it out.
Beth Shier is a licensed Davis Dyslexia Program
facilitator in Oakville, Ontario.
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